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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Waterjet Stone Mosaic White Marble Arabesque Tile For Wall Decor

Short Description: Waterjet stone mosaic is very popular

in the tile market, especially the white marble mosaic

pattern. This product is arabesque marble tile which is

made of lantern shape white marble and circled by black

marble trims.

Model No.: WPM371

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: White & Black

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Waterjet cutting is a deep processing form in marble production, while water jet marble

mosaic applies waterjet technology and marble tiles perfectly. If people want a large puzzled

stone sheet as a floor carpet, it is needed to paste hundreds of small chips into a large carpet.

If people like simple structures for their walls, the waterjet mosaic style will meet their needs

very well. This white arabesque marble tile is made of Oriental White Marble lantern shapes

and circled by Marquina Black Marble trims, and white dots are used to attribute the
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arabesques.This marble arabesque tile looks simple and elegant that we believe it will suitable

for applying to American minimalist style decorations.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Waterjet Stone Mosaic White Marble Arabesque Tile For Wall Decor

Model No.: WPM371

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: Black & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Oriental White Marble, Black Marquina Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM371

Color: Black & White

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Black Marquina Marble

Model No.: WPM371B

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Carrara White Marble

Product Application

The waterjet mosaic marble is mainly applied to the interior wall area because it will be wasteful if it is

installed on the floor. On the other hand, like classic lantern arabesque mosaic marble tiles, this tile can

be widely covered on the wall areas. You can cover your kitchen backsplashes with this mosaic, and

even the whole wall of your living room. Marble mosaic backsplash kitchen, bathroom backsplash

mosaic, and decorative backsplash behind cooktop are good decoration ideas for this marble

arabesque backsplash product.



Every tile is made by our factory colleagues’ hands with great care, we believe our products will bring

you a new feeling and decorative effectiveness to your living area while you face every day.

FAQ

Q: Do you guarantee safe and secure delivery of products?

A: We deal with our clients with FOB terms mostly, and till now we haven't got any delivery problems

with the shipping company. There are maybe unpredictable conditions happening on the sea, therefore

it is better to buy insurance to secure the goods from the shipping insurance company.

Q: How about the shipping fees?

A: We need to check with our logistic company about the shipping fees, different lines and goods

weight owns different costs.

Q: Can you help me to book the shipping spaces by your side?

A: Yes, we can help you to book the spaces and we collect and pay the shipping company. The shipping

cost is a timely reference cost, it may change when we load the containers. Please be noted that the

shipping company controls the shipping cost rather than our company or our forwarder. Anyhow, we

encourage you to book the shipping spaces from your shipping agent.

Q: Can you supply the relevant documentation?

A: We don't supply any testing report, and we provide a pair of documents for your custom clearance.


